
Families are searching for fun and engaging experiences more 
than ever and Family Entertainment Centers are the perfect 
place to spend time together in an active and happy mode. 
Competition amongst FECs is rising with each one of them 
trying to offer more and better attractions that would appeal to 
all members of the family and have them return again and again. 

We are well aware that increasing square space is not an easy 
task. That’s why Walltopia Active Entertainment offers solutions 
that give you the opportunity to increase your revenue stream by 
attracting visitors of all ages with attractions that utilize the entire 
facility space. Our innovative attractions can be placed on the 
facility’s walls and corners or use the ceiling height and guarantee 
numerous challenges for everyone to enjoy.

BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY 
TO THE FEC



CLIMBING MADE FUN FOR KIDS

Climbing comes naturally to children. Whereas standard climbing walls 
can be daunting to them, Fun Walls turn this new Olympic sport into 
a playful and age-adapted challenge. This entertaining activity boosts 
children’s physical development and cognitive skills. Over 40 different 
designs offering various difficulties levels suit the abilities of the youngest 
(+4) ones as much as of the teens.
 
Fun Walls make clever use of wall space and make it perfect for birthdays 
or larger gatherings. They significantly increase visitors’ capacity and 
are easily divided from other areas, such as the toddlers’ one. 

FUN WALLS



PRODUCTFUN WALLS SAMPLE PROJECT “SPACE SAVER”

Self Belay
The Self Belay is a patent-
awarded climbing connector, 
that allows children to easily clip 
themselves into any belaying 
device. It is an ideal addition 
to Fun Walls as it reduces the 
operational staff required by 
50% while increasing the safety 
and throughput of the venue.

Components
•  8 Fun Walls elements 

- 8m high (26ft)
• 11 auto belays 
•  108 m2 OML, 0,47m 

Safety Flooring
• Safety gates

Area
126 m2 / 1356 ft2 

Required height
9 m   / 30 ft

Capacity
Up to 22 ppl / hour

Staff members
• Minimum 2
•  Reduced to 1 if self 

belays are installed 



PRODUCT

A CATCHY TITLE GOES HERE

Product presentation text. Me ta mordii iam or locur 
accio, vivehenatis senario nime a in vivid ium peciem-
que efacerem dica in tatque ego hor publis senteat-
urs patiensil vividi, Catius es vid adesis co et aucterr 
aequit; nos cons bon depse nostrato etiliu ses sitrae 
te inte erum condactum potantella L. Mules et duce 
am veri, essi sa nocre terbis. Vivivat deatatoret in iam 
con tam,Ipsunto modi cores as ipsam asperum, od 
ut dolecte cabore.

EXPERIENCE THE FEELING OF FLYING

Who’s never dreamt of flying? The Gravity Rollglider 
is not only an anchor attraction, but it’s also a social 
media opportunity as visitors snap their family and 
friends having the epic aerial ride. Accessible to 
all ages, yet requiring courage, this one of a kind 
attraction will intrigue an increasing number of 
curious visitors and newcomers.

GRAVITY ROLLGLIDER

Capacity

Operators
2

60
per hour
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 GLIDE AROUND THE FEC

Operational above low-height attractions like soft 
play, trampolines or arcades, the Electric Rollglider 
is ideal for utilizing unused ceiling space. Enabling 
visitors to control the speed of their own flight, this 
Rollglider makes for an outstanding FEC upgrade. 
The battery-powered adrenaline activity is loved by 
children and adults who dare to take their experience 
to the next level. 

ELECTRIC ROLLGLIDER

Operators

Capacity

1-2

60
per hour
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ELEVATING VISITORS’ ADRENALINE

Being suspended from the ceiling, this ropes course 
efficiently turns empty space into an adventure for 
visitors to test their courage on.  

With low staffing needs, versatile obstacles and 
extensive gamification options, it is the ideal 
attaction to bolster returning customers. 

SUSPENDED ROPES COURSE

Operators

Capacity

1-2

26
per level
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A CHALLENGE FOR YOUNG ADVENTURERS

The low ropes course has been especially conceived 
to develop younger children’s confidence and agility. 
Its design allows parents to stand by their small ones 
throughout the entire course in order to assist them 
if need be — adding a bonding aspect to the whole 
experience.

Easily combined with nets, ball pits or other 
playground attractions, the low ropes course offers 
an original alternative to the usual children activities. 

LOW ROPES COURSE

1-2

26
per level

Operators

Capacity
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A KIDS ARENA THAT FUELS THE IMAGINATION

On top of being an eye catcher, this stunning 
structure is an alternative to regular playgrounds. It 
allows FECs to offer activities for the youngest family 
members, leaving no one feeling left out. 

Slides and other fun additions can be incorporated 
for a tailor-made product unique to one FEC.

KIDS ARENA

Capacity

Operators
1-2

79
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AWAKEN THE NINJA WITHIN YOU

The Ninja Course is aimed at athletic young teens 
and adults — a recently growing clientele segment 
for FECs. Its obstacles will put visitors strength, 
coordination and agility to the test as they compete 
against themselves or friends. 

With the gamification feature the Ninja Course 
unlocks its full potential as the ultimate engagement 
generating attraction. It will drive customers back to 
keep their rank on the facility’s leaderboard. 

NINJA COURSE

1
Operators

Capacity

90
per hour
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TAKING ATTRACTIONS TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Viewed as a game changer in the industry, the Gamifier is a software 
platform which brings visitors’ experience to the next level. The scoring 
system allows visitors to track their progression alongside others’, 
increasing the engagement rate in FEC like never before. Options 
to create one’s own profile and team enable FECs to create special 
competitions which will boost the number of returning customers. 
 
The Gamifier simultaneaously gathers data and provides valuable 
insights allowing managers and operators to optimize their 
operations.

GAMIFIER



WHY WORK WITH 
WALLTOPIA?
During our 22 years of experience in the climbing and active 
entertainment industries we have completed over 1800 projects in 
76 countries worldwide. Our production capabilities and our internal 
R&D department allow us to make products of the highest quality.   
A skilled team of engineers, designers, project managers and full-time 
technicians is ready to take on every new challenge.



LET’S TALK ABOUT YOUR PROJECT!
Contact us at adventure@walltopia.com 
or visit www.adventure.walltopia.com

111 V, Tsarigradsko shose boulevard, Sofia 1784, Bulgaria

mailto:adventure%40walltopia.com?subject=
http://www.adventure.walltopia.com

